
 

 

 

 

 

 

Camp Pants 
You will need: 

 25cm lining fabric 
 25cm exterior fabric 
 Thread 
 Scissors 
 Sticky tape 
 Chopstick (or something else long and thing for pushing out the corners) 
 Fabric marker 
 Pins 
 Ruler/tape measure 
 Pattern pieces 

Instructions: 

1. Check your pattern pieces have printed out to the correct size, by checking the 
5cm mark on each sheet against a ruler/tape measure. 

 
2. Assemble the pattern pieces by cutting them out, and then sticking B, B*, and B** 

together as indicates on the pattern. 

3. Iron the fabric. 

4. Fold each piece of fabric in half. Use Piece B on both the lining fabric and the 
exterior in turn, and cut around it. 

  

https://www.guidesvic.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Tie-Back-Pattern-Pieces.pdf


5. Take care to leave room for Piece A on the exterior fabric. 

6. Transfer any stich line marks from the pattern on to the back side of Piece B. 

7. Once all your pieces are cut out, you should have Pieces A and B in your exterior 
fabric (frogs below) and Piece B in your lining fabric as well (green below). 

 
8. Place the two B Pieces together, right sides together. The ‘right side’ of the fabric is 

the side you want to see once your cap is finished. 

9. Pin around the edge, making sure you can see the stitch markings. Then sew the 
pieces together from stitch mark to stitch mark using a 1cm seam allowance. This 
means that your stitches are 1cm in from the edge of the fabric. The curved edge 
of the fabric should be left open. 

 
10. Trim the edges of the fabric, to reduce bulk. 

11. Turn right side out, and use your chopstick to fully push the corners out. 

12. Hem Piece A twice: the first time make a 1cm fold, and the second time make a 
2cm fold. Sew down. 

13. Pin Piece A on to Piece B. The easiest way to do this is to fold both pieces in half, 
and line up the centre creases. Pin around the curve of Piece A. Remember to pin 
right sides together! 

14. Sew around the pinned edge with a 1cm seam allowance. 

15. Wear or gift your hat with pride! 

 


